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PostgreSQL Replication - Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2015

	Leverage the power of PostgreSQL replication to make your databases more robust, secure, scalable, and fast


	About This Book

	
		Efficiently replicate PostgreSQL using high-end techniques to protect your data and run your server without interruptions
	
		Improve reliability, fault-tolerance, and...
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Orchestrating DockerPackt Publishing, 2015

	Manage and deploy Docker services to containerize applications efficiently


	About This Book

	
		Set up your own Heroku-like PaaS by getting accustomed to the Docker ecosystem
	
		Run your applications on development machines, private servers, or the cloud, with minimal cost of a virtual...
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PowerShell for SQL Server EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2015

	Manage and monitor SQL Server administration and application deployment with PowerShell


	About This Book

	
		Create scripts using PowerShell to manage and monitor server administration and application deployment
	
		Automate creation of SQL Database objects through PowerShell with the help of SQL...
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Machine Learning Projects for .NET DevelopersApress, 2015

	Machine Learning Projects for .NET Developers shows you how to build smarter .NET applications that learn from data, using simple algorithms and techniques that can be applied to a wide range of real-world problems. You’ll code each project in the familiar setting of Visual Studio, while the machine learning logic uses F#, a...
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CoffeeScript Application Development CookbookPackt Publishing, 2015

	Over 90 hands-on recipes to help you develop engaging applications using CoffeeScript


	About This Book

	
		Use CoffeeScript to create and test applications and backend services
	
		Build applications using popular frameworks, libraries, and platforms
	
		Interface with popular services...
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Make: Bluetooth: Bluetooth LE Projects with Arduino, Raspberry Pi, and SmartphonesMaker Media, Inc, 2015

	This book is where your adventures with Bluetooth LE begin. You'll start your journey by getting familiar with your hardware options: Arduino, BLE modules, computers (including Raspberry Pi!), and mobile phones. From there, you'll write code and wire circuits to connect off-the-shelf sensors, and even go all the way to writing your...
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My Windows 10 (includes video and Content Update Program)Que, 2015

	Book + 2 Hours of Free Video + Content Update Program


	

	My Microsoft® Windows® 10 is an easy, full-color tutorial on the latest operating system from Microsoft. It includes 2 hours of FREE step-by-step video tutorials to help you learn how to navigate and...
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AngularJS Web Application Development CookbookPackt Publishing, 2015

	Over 90 hands-on recipes to architect performant applications and implement best practices in AngularJS

	

	About The Book

	
		Understand how to design and organize your AngularJS application to make it efficient, performant, and scaleable
	
		Discover patterns and strategies that will...
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Learning Puppet SecurityPackt Publishing, 2015

	Secure your IT environments with the powerful security tools of Puppet


	About This Book

	
		Pass a compliance audit by showing the concrete state of your systems using Puppet
	
		Secure your Puppet server to minimize risks associated with misconfigured installations using the gdsoperations/auditd...
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PowerCLI CookbookPackt Publishing, 2015

	Over 75 step-by-step recipes to put PowerCLI into action for efficient administration of your virtual environment

	

	About This Book

	
		Solve complex problems in vSphere by creating custom PowerCLI routines that can be accessed with simple native commands
	
		Explore specific use cases...
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Mastering Python High PerformancePackt Publishing, 2015

	Measure, optimize, and improve the performance of your Python code with this easy-to-follow guide


	About This Book

	
		Master the do's and don'ts of Python performance programming
	
		Learn how to use exiting new tools that will help you improve your scripts
	
		A step-by-step,...
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Mastering LaravelPackt Publishing, 2015

	Develop robust modern web-based software applications and RESTful APIs with Laravel, one of the hottest PHP frameworks


	About This Book

	
		Master the flashiest functionalities Laravel has to offer
	
		Use PHPSpec to design testable software by specification to ensure quality code
	...
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